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PRESENTATION

We are a team of
passionate people
changing the approach to
continuous learning in a
European perspective.
The present portfolio is
the result of our activity in
terms of                                 
and                                 
developed together with
our partners and we use
to help people (youth,
adult, VET) in their process
of personal development,
but also for the growth of
organisations.

methodologies
tools



Introducing audio-visual
elements to non formal

education can be done by
requiring learners to directly use

videos as part of their work,
such as incorporating videos
into discussions, or through

video assignments, thus
combining knowledge with

experience, merging theoretical
aspects with practical actions,

informal and formal learning
moments.

AUDIO-
VISUAL

TECHNIQUES

The use of audio-visual elements can enhance intrinsic motivation and stimulate
excellence in learning outcomes. This can have an important impact on the reduction of
inequalities and communication barriers of low skilled adult learners and can improve
social inclusion and career management skills, equipping the individual with transversal
(key) competences to better manage and develop his/her potential in education, work
and life. Also, it encourages the interaction of different groups of learners, potentially
allowing everyone to take on the role he/she prefers in the group/class-based process.

ADULTS



Integrated approach
consisting of individual or

group sessions merging
multiple innovative and

inclusive methodologies and
tools: Non-violent

communication, Storytelling,
Humanist coaching, Personal

branding canvas, Prototyping.

COACHING/
MENTORING

The technique aims at combining individual resources and vocation with talents in order
to outline, in a participatory way, a strategy aimed at training the skills and attitudes
identified as being the most effective and in line with the emerged desires, towards the
professional and personal empowerment of individuals and groups. The techniques
proved to be particularly effective in tackling long-term unemployment.

ADULTS YOUTH / VET



It’s a simple and engaging tool to
visualise and map EntreComp

competences. A creative way to
better understand EntreComp

competences and work on them.
It’s a paper origami pentagon
that can be unfolded into the

shape of a giant, with each
folded part representing 1 of the

15 EntreComp competences. It
has been thought as a creative

way to memorise the EntreComp
framework and to highlight its

importance.

ENTRE-COMP
GIANT

The EntreComp Giant can be used to help build understanding of EntreComp and allow
discussion and self-reflection on strengths and the importance of the 15 different competences.
The main body includes the Ideas and opportunities area of EntreComp competences. They
are: spotting opportunities; creativity; vision; valuing ideas; ethical and sustainable thinking. The
face, the arms and legs are the Resources area. They are: self-awareness and self-efficacy;
motivation and perseverance; mobilising resources; financial and economic literacy; mobilising
others. The brain, the hands and the feet represent the Into action competences. They are:
taking the initiative; planning and management; coping with uncertainty, ambiguity and risk;
working with others; learning through experience.

VET



The “European Qualifications
Framework” (EQF) is a translation

device making national
qualifications more readable

abroad in Europe.
The common language among

different systems is represented
by the approach which is based
on learning outcomes. This helps

to strengthen the relevance of
qualifications.

EQF

The elaboration of an EQF for new professions or for those modified by the labour
market trends, has the twofold benefit to help VET schools refraiming their curricula to
better prepare students, and to help individuals identify existing gaps requiring further
training for a better employability.

VET



The "Living Labs" approach
consists in a user-centered, open-
innovation ecosystem, operating in

a territorial context and
integrating concurrent research

and innovation processes in a
private-public-people approach.
Living Labs are organized with

SMEs to assess their level of
knowledge/maturity regarding

certain issues and identify related
problems/challenges. The second
part of the Living Labs is normally

organised as a co-creation
session, to design solutions to the

identified challenges.

LIVING LABS

The methodology of Living Labs helps companies to implement self-assessments
concerning certain issues and give them the possibility to become active actors in the
definition of solutions

VET YOUTH



Organization and management of
educational visits and peer-to-

peer sessions addressed to adult
trainers, policy makers, company
managers and representatives of
public and private organisations
willing to create synergies in a

number of fields (Third-Country
nationals' integration; NEETs'

employability etc.) as well as to
benchmark best practices. In 2021

CIAPE, already recognised as
EPALE antenna in Italy, gained the

Accreditation as Coordinator of
Mobility Consortia for adult

learners within the Erasmus+
Programme.

PEER
LEARNING

The approach allows participants to focus on understanding rather than solving, giving
space to (social) innovation in an inclusive and participatory way. This develops a spirit
of collaboration and cooperation among experts, benefitting the whole European
education and training system.

ADULTS VET



International event normally
organised on a period of 3 to 5

days, focused on a specific theme
or sector where the individual

thinking is conveyed into a
collective action in order to

generate ideas or find solutions
to specific problems or common

challenges.

SOCIAL
HACKATHON

The opportunity to share ideas and opinions during a Social Hackathon contributes to
improve personal skills as teamwork, public speaking, critical thinking and active
listening. It helps to network with other young people and experts from different
countries, representing an experience that can be added to the CV. Being active part of
a Social Hackathon has a great formative  background and it is also a fun activity that
give a personal sense of achievement.

YOUTH



Rooted in a sound research
activity as well as on reliable

forecasts, CIAPE is acquainted in
preparing policy papers and

recommendations about the new
skills and jobs required by the

future labour market, for a better
professional integration of young
people and adults, with a special

attention to the implementation of
equal opportunities for all in the
access to the labour market. The
documents are conceived to be
addressed to policy makers and

insitutional private and public
bodies, in a view to boost reforms

and policy developments.

POSITION
PAPERS

Major socio-economic and environmental trends (migration, population ageing, jobs’
automation, urbanization, climate change…), as well as unexpected health emergencies
like the Covid-19, heavily affect the features of the economic system and stimulate
young people and professionals to adapt their professional profile and professional
perspectives in that sense. Crisis and major changes should be conceived as
opportunities for specialization, re-skilling and up-skilling paths: the proper
communication of those trends to top management and policy makers is of utmost
importance in order to avoid skills mismatches, redundancy and unemployment.

ADULT YOUTH / VET SCHOOL



The approach is competence-
specific, and forsees the

definition of the key elements
composing knowledge, skills

and attidues. Adults are
invited to reflect upon the life

occasions in which they've
learnt something useful for

their lives and to score their
proficiency. 

SKILLS
SELF

ASSESSMENT

The use of Self Assessment tools can make shadow competences more visible for
adults, making them conscious about their own set of knowledge, skills and attitude,
apart from the context in which their were acquired, thus giving value to the learning
power of all the informal sphere of life. Such approaches can be used before the
enrolling into a training course, to score the starting level of learners, or as a means to
increase the individual self-esteem by making visible and valued the individual shadow
competences.

ADULTS



A Video CV represents an
attractive way to apply for a
job: the purpose of a CV in
this format is to highlight a

candidate's skills and
experience while giving

employers an insight into
their personality.

VIDEO CV

The tool can be given a participatory fashion, training end users on the video CV so
that they are also producers and editors, protagonists rather than mere actors,
without the need for previous technological and digital skills, or the use of complex
and expensive tools. In the educational process it can also allow participants (e.g.
long-term unemployed) to develop skills in collaboration, assessing own abilities and
controlling stress. For educators working with groups, it can also be a way to deepen
reflection on group roles.

ADULTS



3 to 5 days face-to-face group
sessions on entrepreneurship and

business models, to create real
prototypes of business ideas with

LEGO brics. LEGO® SERIOUS
PLAY® method and design

thinking methods are applied by
the trainers.

WORKSHOPS
WITH LEGO

BRICS

Workshops give participants the opportunity to improve entrepreneurial skills
(creativity, innovation, etc.) in a practical way and through work-based learning, to
make connections and work in team, to develop a specific business idea through
(serious) play. Participants experience the whole entrepreneurial process from the idea
development to the prototype and business model. 

VET YOUTH



I N N O V A T I O N ,  A C T I V E  C I T I Z E N S H I P ,  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

A N D  S O C I A L  C O H E S I O N

# K E E P L E A R N I N G .

L E A R N I N G
S O C I E T Y

PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INCLUSIVE 

WE LOVE WHAT WE DO
WE ARE OPEN MINDED, 

CURIOUS AND PASSIONATE.
A N D  W E  D O  W H A T  W E  L O V E .

T H E  W O R L D  I S
C H A N G I N G  A N D
T H E  L A B O U R
M A R K E T  A S  W E L L .

W E  H E L P  P E O P L E  T O  B U I L D

T H E I R  O W N F U T U R E

I S  O U R  M I S S I O N .

A N D

T O  G E T  T H E  K E Y  S K I L L S  F O R

P E R S O N A L  S U C C E S S .

A R E  O U R  V A L U E S .
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